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Heat transfer and temperature distribution in the upper plenum of the Modular High
Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor are numerically estimated for core heatup accidents
initiated by failure of the primary cooling system. The relative importance of thermal
radiation and natural convection is first considered; then attention is directed to the
formulation of k-c models appropriate to extremely high Rayleigh number flows in en-
closures, such as are found in this and other nuclear safety analyses. Results show that
convective transport accounts for forty percent of the upper plenum heat removal dur-
ing pressurized core heatup. The low Reynolds number k-c model adopted for such a
high Rayleigh number flow is interfaced with two-dimensional radiation code and shows
parametric effects on upper plenum cooling performance.
In regard to the accident performance of the reactor, the estimated temperature
distribution on the vessel remains below the maximum temperature allowed by ASME
standards for ongoing use of the vessel, and fuel failure is not likely.
Thesis Supervisor: John H. Lienhard V
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (MHTGR) is a small (200 MW) re-
actor having large thermal capacitance and efficient radiant and buoyancy-driven cooling
characteristics (fig.1-1 and fig.1-2). The basic design specifications of MHTGR can be
referred to [1]. The primary design constraint for this reactor is that its passive cooling
characteristics maintain the fuel below failure temperature (1600 0 C) in any possible acci-
dent scenario. A large graphite core provides high thermal capacitance, and the reactor
cavity includes a passive, thermosyphon cooling system (Reactor Cavity Cooling System
or RCCS) which allows heat rejection from the core to the environment. Much of the ba-
sic analysis of this reactor has been done at Brookhaven National Lab by P.G. Kroeger;
several severe and low probability accident cases have been simulated using transient
codes [2],[3], and [4], and the results show that even in these severe cases the inherent
cooling mechanisms of the MHTGR are likely to keep the core temperature below the
maximum allowable temperature for fuel integrity. Other, ongoing work includes detailed
studies of the RCCS system [5].
The upper plenum of the reactor is relatively large and has strong, unstable stratifica-
tion, leading to vigorous natural convection characterized by an extremely high Rayleigh
number (Ra , 1010) in conjunction with strong radiative transport. MHTGR simulations
to date have not included complete modelling of the convective heat loss through the up-
per plenum of the MHTGR, relying instead on simple convection correlations. Previous
estimates show that more than 20 percent of the total decay heat of the reactor is lost
through the upper plenum, raising the possibility that the control rod assemblies may be
overheated and damaged. Additionally, the pressure vessel itself must remain below an
ASME code specified temperature if it is to be used after a core heatup transient. An
insulating shroud between the core and the control rod assembly is intended to mitigate
control rod damage, but its efficiency is unclear. As pointed out by Kroeger [4], fuller
modelling of the upper plenum convective transport is needed to properly characterize
the thermal response of the upper plenum during core heatup events.
This work concentrates on fuller estimation of the upper plenum heat loss using k-C
modeling of the turbulent convective transport in the upper plenum. Thermal radiation
effects are also accounted. Attention is directed toward both depressurized and pres-
surized core heatup accidents initiated by loss of the main loop cooling system. The
present modeling of the upper plenum is not based on the full MHTGR transients, but
rather on boundary conditions provided by Kroeger's estimates for the peak core tem-
perature [4]. We have also excluded fluid flow from the core into the plenum for simplicity.
Initially, simplified modeling was employed to estimate the convective and radiative
heat removal for both accident cases, such as pressurized and depressurized accidents.
The temperature distribution on vessel was also evaluated and compared to the max-
imum temperature allowed for the pressure vessel by ASME standards. The results
showed that, for the depressurized case, convective transport is one twentieth the size of
the radiant transport. However, for the pressurized case, convection is almost 40 percent
of the total transport. Our primary attention is thus directed toward accurate modeling
of the convection in the latter case.
Calculation of high Rayleigh number natural convection in an enclosure remains a
fairly challenging numerical problem. The turbulent flow is characterized by a low tur-
bulence Reynolds number, buoyancy driven boundary layers near the walls, and an almost
stagnant, homogeneous turbulence in the core region. Since no explicit wall function has
been developed for such flows, a modified low-Reynolds number k-c turbulence model
is required. For the present work, the Launder-Sharma [6] model was employed for the
basic structure of k-c model and a modified TEACH code was adopted for the calculation
of entire flow field. To ascertain its utility in this situation, the model was benchmarked
against cases similar to upper plenum conditions and showed good agreement.
The verified convection code was interfaced with the radiation code developed in the
earlier stage of simplified modeling to calculate total heat rejection and temperature
distribution on the pressure vessel when various boundary conditions are applied. The
results show that the pressure vessel temperature remains below the 540 OC maximum
temperature permitted by ASME standards for continuing use of the vessel.
Chapter 2
Modeling and Evaluation of Heat
Transfer
The actual geometry of the upper plenum is very complicated.(fig.2-1, fig.2-2) The shroud
has hemispherical shape, and its thickness varies from 1 1/4 inch to 3/4 inch. Control
rods reside between shroud and vessel. Insulating material, kao-wool, which mainly con-
sists of alumina and silica, covers the shroud and prevents the core from overheating and
damaging the control rods, which could prevent scram. This insulated shroud is also
one of the main thermal barriers preventing heat rejection from the core during an acci-
dent and its effect on the pressure vessel's temperature distribution is of great importance.
For the purpose of analysis, the plenum geometry was represented as concentric cylin-
ders (fig.2-4), in a fashion similar to the THATCH code of Brookhaven Laboratory(fig.2-
3). The simplification of the hemispherical shape of the real upper plenum into concentric
cylinders may result in the increase of the radiation heat transfer because the hemispher-
ical shape of the real upper plenum reflects more radiation back into the top of the core
than the cylindrical shape of the simplified model.
The control rods were excluded in the modeling. This model, however, divides each
surface in the plenum into many elements possessing different temperatures, in contrast
to the THATCH code, which uses only average surface temperatures. Thus, heat inter-
action among elements is calculated with a two- dimensional radiation code developed
herein, and any excessive localized heating on each surface of the pressure vessel can be
examined. In a later section, this two- dimensional radiation code is fit into the grids
generated by the turbulent convection code via an interfacing process.
From this simplified model, the heat flow, the pressure vessel temperature distri-
bution, and the ratio of convective heat flow to radiative heat flow were estimated for
pressurized and depressurized cases.
2.1 Basic Equations and Conditions of Modeling
The first stage of modeling focused on a complete evaluation of the thermal radiation
with a crude representation of the natural convection. The radiant heat exchange between
boundaries was directly evaluated. The convective exchange was modelled using empirical
correlations.
2.1.1 Basic Equations for Radiation.
The surfaces of the top core, shroud and pressure vessel were divided into elements, and
the configuration factors between the elements were completely calculated by the code.
Appendix A describes for the analytical process of configuration factor calculation. The
following equation for radiative heat exchange in an enclosure of diffuse, gray surfaces
was then used to evaluate the local radiant heat fluxes:
N
[6k - (1 - )kj]qj = CTi (2.1)j=1
2.1.2 Basic Equations for Convection.
Since the operating pressure is very high (- 60 atm), the pressure effect on properties of
helium, the working fluid of the MHTGR, accounted for as described in Appendix B.
Libchaber's empirical formula [7] was employed to evaluate the natural convection
heat flux from the top of core to the inner roof section of shroud.
Nu = 1 + .2Ra.282 _ (2.2)k
The average heat transfer coefficient and average temperatures on the top of core and
the inner roof section of the shroud were used.
In evaluating the heat transfer through the sides of shroud, Tanaka's correlation [8]
is used to estimate turbulent core root mean square velocity.
V = 1.05 L Pr/3R a '43 (2.3)
With this estimated velocity, the following equation of turbulent heat transfer on the
plate of step changed-temperature were used. Refer to fig.2-5 for the geometry.
N
Q = k(.2888RepPr 6 )(1 - (xo/x) 9 1' 0)- 1/9 x -1 DTj (2.4)
j=1
where
x : the distance from the edge between top and side section of shroud
xo : the distance of the step-changed temperature point from the edge
DTj : temperature difference between the previous strip and the calculation point
It is assumed that equation 2.3 gives a fair representation of the helium upward ve-
locity in the core and vertical downward velocity near the walls.
2.1.3 Thermal Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions were based on the simulation results using the THATCH code of
Brookhaven laboratory. Temperatures on the top of core vary from 7000 C to 6000 C
(pressurized case) and from 9000 C to 8000 C (depressurized case) along the radius. It
is assumed that heat is rejected by radiation from the pressure vessel to the air flow of
RCCS, the temperature of which is 1200 C for pressurized and depressurized case. All the
surfaces are assumed to be diffuse gray surfaces with constant emissivity (C = .8 as used
in TATCH code). The effects of various emissivities are estimated in section 2.4. The
heat through the shroud is assumed one dimensional heat conduction and the thermal
conductivity of kao-wool(k,) is calculated by the following formula, which was acquired
during a personal conversation with Dr. Kroeger.




The fluid flow from the core was not included.
2.2 Calculation Procedure
In order to identify each surface in the equations, each surface of shroud and pressure
vessel is numbered (fig.2-6). The procedure used is as follows:
1. In the beginning, a guess is made for the temperature field on the inner surfaces of
top(surface 3) and side(surface 2) of shroud.
2. Next, we calculate the heat fluxes on each element on surfaces 2 and 3 radiating
with top of core(surface 1) in the inside of shroud. Heat fluxes on surfaces 2 and 3
into the outside of the shroud will be separately calculated and compared to those
from the inside until convergence, which will yield the final result of this code.
1) Convection
First, for the top section (QCONV3)
QCONV3 = h(T1 - T3 ) (2.6)
where, Using Libchaber's empirical formula
hH
Nu = 1 + .2 Ra.28 2  (2.7)
Ra gf3(Ti - T3)H3  (2.8)
V a
where
H : the height of shroud from the top of core.
T1 : average temperature of top of core.
T3 : average temperature of inner roof of shroud.
Second, for the side section (QCONV2), heat transfer rate can be calculated by
equation 2.4.
2) Radiation
Calculate radiosities on inner surfaces of 2 and 3 ( JIN2, JIN3) from the following
array with the guessed temperature field.
[A] [J] = [C] (2.9)
where
Aij = 5ii - (1 - c) Fii
Ji= JIN2(I), JIN3(I)
Ci= coT4
3) Inner heat flux for each strip can be calculated by summing QCONV and QRIN
estimated above.
QIN2(I) = QRIN2(I) + QCONV2(I)
= (a TIN2(I)4 - JIN2(I)) + QCONV2(I)
1--
where
TIN2(I) is temperature of elements on the inner side shroud (surface 2).
QIN3(I) = QRIN3(I) + QCONV3





3. With the calculated inner heat fluxes in equations 2.11 and 2.13, calculate the outer
shroud surface temperatures (TOUT2(I),TOUT3(I)) using an one dimensional heat
conduction assumption.
dTQIN(I) = k=d
QIN(I) dZdT(I) - k,




TOUT3(I) = TIN3(I) - dT3(I)
TOUT2(I) = TIN2(I) - dT2(I) (2.17)
4. Now, calculate heat fluxes between the outer surface of the shroud and the vessel
with calculated TOUT2(I) and TOUT3(I).
If the heat fluxes on the outer surfaces of the shroud match with those on the inner
surfaces calculated in procedure 2, it means that the temperature distribution on
the shroud is correct, and thus so is the entire heat balance. Under the assumption
that the heat transfer between the outer shroud and the vessel is mainly by radia-
tion (since the gap is very small), we solve the following array to calculate QOUT's
on outer surfaces 2 and 3:
[A] [J] = [C) (2.18)
where
Aij = bij - (1 - 6)
Ji = J5(I), J4(I), JOUT3(I) and JOUT2(I)
C = caT5(I)4 , caT4(I)4 , caTOUT3(I)4 and caTOUT2(I)4
In order to calculate outer shroud radiosities(JOUT2 and JOUT3), temperatures of
side(surface 4) and top(surface 5) sections of the pressure vessel should be calculated
first. Therefore, heat balance equation on the vessel with the environment (Too) is
introduced to calculated T5's and T4's.
5. Set up heat balance equations between vessel and environment.
(2.16)
First,calculate [A]- ' by "Matrix Inversion".
T5 and T4 can be calculated from each heat balance equation.
1) Heat Balance equation on surface 5.
Ec(T5(I)4 - T) + (aT5(I)4 - J5(I)) = 0
1--C
From the above array, J5(I) can
TOUT2 with [A]-'.
oT5(I)4
ea(T5(I)4 - T) + 1
be expressed in terms of T5, T4, TOUT3 and
-11 a. ,coaT5(J)4
n2 a 1 crT4(J) 4
in3 -1 4
- 3=n2+1 a





n1 : the number of elements on surface 5.
n2 : the sum of the number of elements on surface 5 and 4.
n3 : the sum of the number of elements on surface 5, 4 and 3.
n4 : the sum of the number of elements on surface 5, 4, 3 and 2.
For example, on the surface (5,1), i.e. the first element on surface 5
[1 + -1 ()4
[Ec + (" -- Eao)] T5(1) - [- - .CE a- T5(2) c - 1aa] T5(nl) 4
_____ -1
-[ Ea ain1 l+1] T4(1)4 -... - [ a"~a2] T4(n2)41- 1 1-6
(2.19)
n3







2) Heat Balance Equation on surface 4.
oa7(T4(I)4 - T4) + C(aT4(I)4 - J4(I)) = 0
1-6
uT4(I)4
ca(T4(I)4 - T) + 1 -6e




- j=n 2+1  T3(J)
- "j=n3+1 a cT2(J)
(2.23)
where
i = {nl+ ,...,n2}
3) Then, the following another n2 x n2 set of equations is to be solved for T5's and
T4's.
(2.24)[A'] [T'] = [C']
where
Aj = SijcEa + j (bij"a - a - '.7 •ca)
T -= T5(I) and T4(I)
T2+ TOUT3(J +1 TOUT2(J)4]C'" = a60 a3 1 6TOUT3(J)4 + Lj-n3+1 a
C• "- co T 4 -5! L- L Yj-n2+l ,
(2.22)
6. With calculated T5's and T'4, go back to equation 2.18 and calculate JOUT2 and
JOUT3.
Finally,
QOUT3(I) = ( aTOUT3(I)4 - JOUT3(I) ) (2.25)
QOUT2(I) = ( aTOUT2(I)4 - JOUT2(I) ) (2.26)
7. To judge the convergence, compare the heat fluxes of outer shroud (QOUT from
equations 2.25 and 2.26) with heat fluxes of inner shroud (QIN from equations 2.11
and 2.13) for each element.
dQ = QOUT - QIN (2.27)
If dQ > 0 , reduce inner shroud temperatures (TIN2 and TIN3) for the next
iteration.
If dQ < 0 , increase TIN2 and TIN3 for the next iteration.
8. In order to calculate the increased or decreased amount of temperature of inner
shroud (dT) from dQ , assume:
Q , O(T4 ) (2.28)
Therefore, dT = dQ4
9. Perform the next iteration with newly calculated TIN2 and TIN3 from procedure
2, until dQ becomes small enough.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Total heat loss through the upper plenum.
Depressurized case : 429 kW
Pressurized case : 280 kW
The heat loss in the pressurized case was close to the results of Brookhaven laboratory
which was 284 kw. However, since the fluid flow carrying more heat from the core was
excluded in our modeling, there still exists some possibility of more heat rejection than
found in their simulation. The effects of core heat flow are estimated in section 2.5. The
total heat load is 1.4 MW in the depressurized case and 1.3 MW in the pressurized case.
2.3.2 Temperature distribution on the pressure vessel.
Fig.2-7 and fig.2-8 showed that the peak vessel temperatures on the upper plenum for
both cases were lower than the peak permissible vessel temperature 5400 C.
The pressure vessel temperatures in the upper plenum were compared to the following
estimates developed at Brookhaven laboratory:
Pressurized case : 3250 C
Depressurized case : 4250 C (the vessel temperature just adjacent to the core)
In pressurized case, our results were within 5 percent of the calculation of Brookhaven
laboratory. In depressurized case, since Brookhaven laboratory's evaluation of the aver-
age upper plenum temperature was not specified, direct comparison was not obtainable.
However, considering the vessel temperature just adjacent to the core is higher than the
average upper plenum temperature, the present results do not show a big discrepancy.
2.3.3 Ratio of convection heat to radiation heat.
The results show that the heat rejection by convection was almost 40 percent of total
heat flow in the pressurized case. In contrast, convection only amounts to 5 percent in
the depressurized case. The difference results from the very high Rayleigh number (9 x
1010) in the pressurized case as compared with low Rayleigh number ( 4 x 10s ) in the
depressurized case.
2.4 Effects of Varying Emissivities
In the previous calculation, the emissivity was held constant at 0.8, which is the value
used in THATCH.
Various emissivities were introduced into the present model and the effect of emissivity
on the total heat rejection through the upper plenum and the average vessel temperature
was calculated. Fig.2-9 shows how the total heat transfer changes in terms of various
emissivities(E). The case of c = 0.1, which applies to the case of highly polished sur-
faces of the upper plenum, has 400 percent smaller total heat rejection than the case of
6 = 1.0, which applies to the assumption of highly oxidized surfaces. According to the
above results, changing the surface finish of the pressure vessel may be used as a good
method to control the total heat rejection in upper plenum.
The average pressure vessel temperature calculated from the above total heat flow is
shown in fig.2-10.
Fig.2-11 indicates that changing the emissivity significantly reduces the ratio of the ra-
diative heat flow to the total flow.
According to the above results, the effects of changing emissivities is significant in
the calculation of the heat rejection through the upper plenum and the maintenance of
a high emissivity is very important.
2.5 Estimation of the Effects of the Core Flow
The core flow was excluded from the present modeling and convective heat transfer was
calculated as buoyancy-driven flow alone. The effect of core flow on the total heat re-
jection through the upper plenum may be estimated by comparison to the results of
Brookhaven laboratory's THATCH code.
The THATCH code is designed to simulate the entire MHTGR heat flow with the very
fundamental boundary conditions, which are the decay heat release of the fuel and the
environmental air temperature. The convective heat is calculated by the thermosyphon
analysis for the entire MHTGR including the steam generator. The THATCH code cal-
culated 169 kW as the total convective heat rejection including the heat flow introduced
by the core flow in the upper plenum. The contribution of the core flow, however, to
the total convective heat flow was not clear because the THATCH code simultaneously
calculated the entire flow field. Therefore, separating the core flow from the buoyancy-
driven flow was not possible.
In the present modeling, which excluded the core flow, the total convective heat loss was
110 kW. The difference in the total convective heat transfer between the THATCH code
and the present modeling is 59 kW, which is 19 percent of the total heat rejection. Due
to the ambiguous contribution of the core heat flow to the total convective heat, the core
heat flow was modeled here by adding an evenly distributed arbitrary heat flux over the
inner surfaces of the shroud as heat sources on the inner roof of the shroud and the side
of the shroud (QCONV3 and QCONV2 in section 2.2).
The results are seen in fig.2-12.
The total heat rejection is not increased by exactly the amount of the added core heat
flow. Only about 60 percent of the heat introduced by the core flow appears as an in-
crease in the total heat rejection. This occurs because the newly introduced heat sources
raise the temperature of the inner shroud, and accordingly the radiative heat transfer is
reduced.
The effects of the core flow, which may be estimated as 19 percent of the total rejection
from the comparison between the THATCH code and the present modeling excluding
the core flow, becomes smaller even though the core flow heat is modeled as direct heat
sources over the entire heat balance of the upper plenum.
Since the present modeling is not designed to calculate the heat flow of the entire
MHTGR, it is difficult to estimate how much heat is rejected by the core flow. Thus,
considering that the effect of the core flow on the heat rejection through the upper plenum
is not big as estimated above, the core flow is excluded from the present modeling.
2.6 Summary of Simplified Modeling
In summary, the total heat flow, the temperature of the pressure vessel and ratio of
convective to radiative heat transfer were evaluated and compared with the estimates
done by Brookhaven laboratory. The calculation of convective heat at the roof section
and the side section were simplified by using empirical correlations and the turbulent
heat transfer equation for a flat plate. From the simplified modeling, the convection was
found to play an important role in the total heat rejection of the reactor core in the
pressurized case, and a more accurate convection code was required to analyze the heat
flow.
The effects of emissivity on the upper plenum heat transfer were also evaluated and
proved to be significant.
The core flow was also included by a rough addition scheme and its effect seems to be
relatively small.
Chapter 3
Numerical Calculation Using a Low
Reynolds Number Turbulence
Model
Since the simplified modeling indicated that almost 40 percent of total heat rejection
in the pressurized case was by convection, a more accurate convection calculation is
required.
In the turbulence modeling of wall-bounded shear flows, so-called wall functions,
which relate the wall to points in the fluid away from the boundaries so as to evade the
problem of modeling the direct influence of viscosity, have been universally used. The
validity of these wall functions, however, is limited to situations where the Reynolds
number is so high that viscosity effects are unimportant or universal wall functions are
well-established.
Turbulent natural convection at high Rayleigh number in an enclosure is characterized by
a low Reynolds number, buoyancy-driven boundary layer flow near the wall and an almost
stagnant, homogeneous turbulence in the core region. Since strong turbulent-molecular
interaction near the wall region is expected in such flows and no explicit universal wall
function has been established, it is necessary to extend the calculation domain deep into
the viscous sublayer region.
Many, so-called "low Reynolds number k-c models" have been developed to estimate the
interaction between turbulent and molecular transport near the wall.
3.1 Low Reynolds Number Turbulence Model
In general, the k-c models have been developed to replace Reynolds stress (u'v') with
an eddy viscosity and average velocity gradient (vt ). The eddy viscosity is then
represented in terms of turbulence kinetic energy(k) and dissipation rate(c), which are
defined as follow:
u'2 + Vn + Wok = (3.1)
S V Uj (3.2)
= X-i azi
For high Reynolds number flows driven by shear forces, vt can be expressed by a so-called
universal wall function.
vt = C-k (3.3)
where
C, = .09
For low Reynolds number flows, the expression of vt should be extended into the very
near wall region, such as buffer and viscous sublayer, by adding a damping factor f,,
which is to be a function of turbulent Reynolds number (Ret = _).
ut = C, f,
-  
(3.4)
Following Launder [9], k and c can be expressed in terms of y (the distance from the
wall). First, the following instantaneous velocity can be expressed as:
u' = aly + bly 2 + ... (3.5)
v'= b2y2 + ... - continuity
w' = a3y + b3y2 + ..
where






E == V -- --
axj axj
where
- k = Ay2 + By3 +--
= v(2A + 4By + ---)
A = (a, + a3)/2
B = albl + a3 b3
From equation 3.9, we can see that the dissipation rate at the wall(e,) is not zero.
Low Reynolds turbulence models generally possess the following basic characteristics:
1. The dissipation rate at the wall ( ,) is not equal to zero but finite.
2. Turbulence viscosity (vt) should decrease reasonably in the viscous sublayer region.
3. Each constant in k - e equations should be modified to match experimental data.
4. As Ret gets large enough ( =150), the results should be in accord with high Re
turbulent flow.
In order to satisfy the above conditions, the following expressions are commonly used for
low Reynolds turbulence models.
(3.10)
av' au'




vt = C 2fjk-- (3.11)
where
E, 7 0
E :modified E satisfying CI, = 0
D : the added term to satisfy above two conditions at the wall
Two representative groups in low Reynolds turbulence models should be mentioned:
One uses E = Z, i.e. the dissipation rate equation is written in terms of the original
dissipation rate itself. The eddy viscosity becomes proportional to y4 as y approaches
zero( vt oc O(y4 ) ) because k2 = O(y4 ) and E = E = O(yo). According to many
recent studies (Granville [10], Cole [11], and Chapman [12]), vt c O(y3 ) gives a better
estimate for wall heat and mass transport. In particular, for high Prandtl number flows
where the thermal boundary layer is much thinner than the momentum boundary layer,
the difference between y3 and y4 causes a significant effect on the heat and mass transfer
calculation. Therefore, this group of models has the drawback that is vt oc 0(y 4 ) instead
of Vt c 0(y3).
The other class of models uses E = E + D and the dissipation rate equation is written
in terms of modified dissipation rate (E) which satisfies e,, = 0. Accordingly, the eddy
viscosity becomes proportional to y3 ( vt Oc O(y 3 ) ) because k2 = O(y 4 ) and E = O(y'),
which agrees well with both empirical and theoretical results.
Two models are considered herein. Lam-Bremhorst model belongs to the former group
and Launder-Sharma model to the latter group.
3.1.1 Lam-Bremhorst Model
Lam and Bremhorst [13] employed Hassid-Poreh's one energy equation model as modified
by Gibson [14] to express f, and introduced one more Reynolds number as follows:
20.5f = [1 - exp (-.0165Rek)] 2 (1 + 2 ) (3.12)Ret
where
Rek (y : distance from the wall) (3.13)
Because the model has one equation possessing y, it can be used in the estimation of
such flows as flat plate or pipe flows. In calculating a confined cavity flow, however, it has
a major drawback in the corner region, where the distance from the wall(y) is difficult
to define.
3.1.2 Launder-Sharma Model
In this model, f, is modified on the basis of van Driest's one equation model and is a
function of turbulence Reynolds number(Ret) only.
f, = exp(-3.4/(1 + Res/50)2) (3.14)
Therefore, it has no difficulty in expressing vt (which is now a function of k and e only)
everywhere in the cavity.
According to Rodi [15], the results of benchmarking tests for these two models show
almost the same accuracy for a flat plate flow and a sudden-expansion pipe flow. Since
the Launder-Sharma model has numerous advantages in describing a confined cavity flow,
it is adopted as the present research model.
3.2 The TEACH Code and the Basic k-c Equation
of Launder-Sharma Model
3.2.1 The TEACH Code
The TEACH code was developed by Patankar and Spalding(1972) based on SIMPLE(Semi-
Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm, for which a pressure correc-
tion equation is designed to match the pressure term using the continuity equation.
The code has a finite volume structure and an upwind-difference scheme which are nor-
mally used in one-main-directional flow. For the natural convection turbulent flow, how-
ever, the flow direction is not as clear, so a power law scheme was developed for this
problem.
3.2.2 Basic Structure of Launder-Sharma Model
The equations of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation are as follows.
D(pk) p t Ok Ui av/- 2
- W-[(Gi + -)T] - puj- - p/gOu,- p-  2( )2 (3.15)Dt - j axk Oj Ox,
D(pe) [(9 +•t __ U2 • a2U, )2
- [(+) ]-C-puiuj --- CE2Pf - C 3p /ig-u;+2p( )2(3.16)Dt daxj , axz k 3  xi k k p aXkaxi
-Pu -i , t = C f p- (3.17)
0 t
f, = 1 - 0.3exp(-Reft) , f, = exp(-3.4/(1 + Ret/50)2) , Ret =- (3.18)
(Cex, I 2, C3 , C,, 1ak ) = ( .44, 1.92, 0.8,0.09, 1., 1.3) (3.19)
The last term in the equation 3.15, -2t (  )2, represents D in the equation 3.10.
The last term in the equation 3.16, 2•( a2, )2 ,is employed to match the experimental
data. The turbulence viscosity, vt, is defined as a function of Ret, defined as k2/(vC).
One sees that as Ret increases, f, in equation 3.18 approaches 1, which yields the same
vt as defined in the shear flow as in equation 3.3. As Ret becomes smaller, f, becomes
smaller than 1, which results in smaller vt. Therefore, the effect of molecular viscosity
v plays a more important role in the viscous sublayer. This is the primary factor in
turbulent-molecular interaction.
3.3 Benchmarking Tests
Two cases from Kirkpatrick's experiments [16] which were similar to our upper plenum
modeling were simulated so as to verify the code. The basic experimental geometry is a
square box (1 ft x 1 ft x 1 ft) filled with water. Rayleigh number was 2.15x1010.
3.3.1 Hot Bottom and Left Wall, Cold Top and Right Wall(HHCC).
Boundary temperatures were maintained at 450 C for the bottom plate and the left side
plate and at 150 C for the upper plate and the right plate during this experiment.
According to Kirkpatrick's correlation, the computed Nusselt number for horizontal
walls(based on the difference between the wall temperature and the fluid bulk tempera-
ture) yielded a value of 302 which is about 17 percent higher than our simulated result
of 252. Likewise, for the side walls, the computed Nusselt number was 242, which is 7
percent higher than our result of 225.
According to fig.3-1, the flow direction is clockwise which is well induced by these thermal
boundary conditions (hot bottom and left wall, cold top and right wall). The velocity is
at maximum near the wall at both side walls and decreases gradually in the core.
Fig.3-2 shows that the temperature profile is almost symmetric and a thermal boundary
layer develops near the wall. The temperature gradient near the wall region is very steep
and decreases into the core region.
Turbulence kinetic energy is shown in fig.3-3. It also shows very symmetric contours
and maximum turbulence energy develops near the wall region where maximum velocity
occurs and decreases into the core.
3.3.2 Hot Bottom and Cold Top with Insulated Side Walls(HC).
Boundary temperatures are maintained at 450 C for the bottom plate and at 15* C for
the upper plate.
The Nusselt number computed from Kirkpatrick's correlation is 274 and the Nusselt
number simulated by our code is 216, which is 21 percent smaller.
The velocity field is shown in fig.3-4 in which the left solid line indicates the center sym-
metry line. It can be seen that a plume rises in the center region and hits the top plate
and falls down along the side wall. Maximum velocity develops near the wall along any
line of constant height and the maximum velocity in the entire flow region is observed
in the lower half of the side wall, where gravity acts on the falling fluid which lost heat
along the top plate. The core region is more stagnant than in the previous case possessing
thermal boundary conditions which well induce the clockwise flow.
Fig.3-5 shows that the temperature in the core region is at uniform fluid bulk-temperature
and that very steep gradients appear near the walls. In comparison to the previous case,
the thermal boundary layer is much thinner.
Turbulence kinetic energy (fig.3-6), as shown at the previous case, reaches high value at
the location where mean velocity is high.
3.4 Conclusions
The accuracy of the TEACH code modified as the Launder-Sharma's low-Re turbulence
model seems to be acceptable from the results of the above benchmarking tests.
The case of hot bottom, hot left wall, cold top, and cold right wall(HHCC) gives almost
12 percent discrepancy in the total heat estimation. The case of hot bottom, cold top,
and insulated side walls(HC) shows 21 percent smaller total heat than the result of the
Kirkpatrick's experiment.
These discrepancies can be attributed to three-dimensional effects (which are not con-
sidered in the code) as well as to the departure from the density-temperature relation
implied by the Bousinesque approximation used in the code.
Considering the present model for the upper plenum has mixed thermal boundary con-
ditions of the two benchmarked cases, the accuracy of the modified TEACH code for the
estimation of the natural turbulent convection in the upper plenum can be within 12 to
21 percent which is acceptable.
Chapter 4
Numerical Simulation of the Upper
Plenum
4.1 Interface of Low Reynolds Turbulence Model
with Radiation Code.
4.1.1 Direct Interface Method
First, radiation heat fluxes on each element of the wall were inserted into the convection
code as heat sources. For the mesh geometry, refer to fig.4-1. Let q be a heat source, which
is actually the heat flux calculated by the radiation code. Then, at the interface(point e
in fig.4-1) between fluid(point P) and solid wall(point E), the heat balance equation is:
TP- Te Te - TE (4.1)
(bze) -/kP (bx,)+/kE
where
point E : mesh point in the solid wall.
point P : mesh point in the fluid adjacent to the solid wall.
kE : thermal conductivity of the solid wall.
kp : thermal conductivity of the fluid.
(Sx,)+ : the gap between the interface(e) and the mesh point(E)
(Sx,)- : the gap between the interface(e) and the mesh point(P)





T RE TP + RTE + RP REq (4.2)
Te (4.2)Rp + RE
q - Te TE (4.3)
Rp
Te - Te RpS+ q (4.4)
Rp + RE RP + RE
The first term in the right hand side of equation 4.4 corresponds to the steady state
heat balance and the second term to the correction term due to the heat source, which
equals the radiation flux at the interface between fluid and inner shroud wall.
The calculation procedure was as follows.
1. With guessed temperatures for the outer shroud, radiation heat fluxes from the
outer shroud to the pressure vessel were calculated. Refer to the calculation pro-
cesses 4, 5 and 6 in section 2.2.
2. These fluxes were introduced into convection code as q in equation 4.4.
3. The flow field inside shroud was calculated from the low-Re model with q as the
interface boundary heat source.
4. Newly calculated q, was then used to calculate the temperature on the outer shroud
and new temperatures were acquired by a heat balance equation between the pres-
sure vessel and the environment as in process 1 above.
This method, however, did not converge because the boundary conditions (i.e. newly
calculated temperatures on the outer shroud) varied too quickly and radically for the
inside flow to keep pace.
Therefore, this direct interfacing of the radiation code into the convection code was
replaced with an indirect interface method.
4.1.2 Indirect Interface Method
The basic idea of this approach is to replace the convective heat transfer coefficient(h)
calculated from an empirical correlation in process 2 of section 2.2 with h's calculated by
the TEACH code as modified into a low Reynolds turbulence model. The new calculation
procedure is as follows:
1. With guessed temperatures for the inner shroud, calculate the heat transfer coefficient(h)
for each element from the TEACH code.
2. Introduce h's into process 2 in section 2.2 and assume that those h's remain constant
during the corresponding convergence process.
3. After convergence is achieved, newly calculated temperature field is applied as new
boundary temperatures for the TEACH code.
4. Repeat the processes until the temperature field converges, i.e. the difference be-
tween new and old temperature field is within the convergence criteria (1 percent).
Here, convergence also implies that no significant change in heat transfer coeffi-
cients occurs and that adequate heat transfer coefficients are calculated to match
the heat balance equation under the given boundary conditions.
The converging procedure of h can be seen in fig.4-2. It should be noticed that
heat transfer coefficients calculated here are affected by convection as well as radiation.
Therefore, the entire procedure was focused on the calculation of final heat transfer
coefficients(hfinal) which successively links the convective heat transfer to radiative heat
transfer for the given modeling parameters.
4.2 Results of Indirect Interface Method
The TEACH code was interfaced indirectly by the above procedure with the radiation
code. The boundary conditions used were the same as those described in section 2.1.3.
The flow field is given by fig.4-3. In the figure, the left axis is the center symmetry
line. Since the model has the mixed thermal boundary conditions of the two bench-
marked cases in chapter 3, a vigorous motion was seen. Big thermals appear in the right
corner, i.e. the corner of side shroud and top of core.
Fig.4-4 shows that the core region is disturbed by the big thermals originated from the
right corner. Therefore, the core region is not so stagnant. Considering that this model
has the mixed thermal boundary conditions of the two previously benchmarked cases, the
presence of a small temperature gradient in the core region is understandable. It results
in an almost 15 'C temperature difference across the entire core region. Temperature
gradients are still steep near the wall region.
According to fig.4-5, the maximum turbulence energy occurs near the wall of the right
corner region where big thermals originated and where the maximum mean velocity is
seen.
The total heat rejection through the upper plenum is 264 kw which is 7 percent lower
than Brookhaven laboratory's 284 kw.
The ratio of convective heat transfer to total heat rejection is 34 percent which is 15
percent lower than the previous calculation of modeling in chapter 2.
The final average heat transfer coefficients(hfinal) are as follows:
htop = 35.2W/m 2-K
haide = 43.8W/m 2-K
which were calculated from
AT = Tbottom - Tbulkfluid = 650 - 624 = 26 0 C
Atop = 28.3m 2
Aside = 56.6 m 2
Q
A AT
The temperature distribution on the pressure vessel is shown at fig.4-6 and fig.4-7.
The hottest spot is seen at the center of top section and coldest at the right bottom corner
of the pressure vessel. In the actual case, the temperature of the right bottom corner
of the pressure vessel should not be that low because that portion exchanges radiation
heat transfer with the hot side core region which is actually hotter than the top of core
used as boundary condition in the present model. In our modeling, however, the model
is detached from the side core region and the right bottom section between shroud and
vessel is actually treated as insulated. Therefore, the temperature of right bottom corner
seems lower than the actual situation.
With the calculated final heat transfer coefficients(hf,nal), pressure vessel temperature
was estimated by varying boundary temperature(fig.4-8). In any case, the temperature of
the pressure vessel remains under the safety temperature (540 OC) of the ASME standard.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
For the safety analysis of MHTGR, many simulations have been performed in any pos-
sible accident scenario. Those simulations a.re based on a thermosyphon analysis for the
entire MHTGR and the convective heat loss through the upper plenum has been calcu-
lated by simple empirical correlations. Therefore, a more accurate modeling of the upper
plenum convective transport is needed to properly characterize the thermal response of
the upper plenum during core heatup events. This work focuses on fuller estimation of
the upper plenum heat loss using k-e modeling of the turbulent convective transport.
The thermal radiation effects are also accounted.
First, the geometry of upper plenum was simplified similar to the THATCH code of
Brookhaven laboratory and two-dimensional radiation code was developed with a com-
plete configuration factor calculation among all the elements on the top of core, the
shroud, and the pressure vessel. The results implied that a more accurate convection
model was necessary for the pressurized case in which 40 percent of total heat rejection
was by convection.
Due to the high operating pressure in the MHTGR and the special geometry of the
large hollow space in the upper plenum, the flow becomes highly turbulent with a high
Rayleigh number. A low Reynolds number turbulence model was introduced to calculate
this very unstable flow and the TEACH code was modified for the special geometry and
flow characteristics. The benchmark simulation results were satisfactory in agreement
with empirical results of other studies.
Finally, the two-dimensional radiation model and the low Reynolds number turbu-
lence model were interfaced by the main program which governs the total heat balance
and judges the convergence. A major concern for safety regards the ongoing serviceability
of the pressure vessel temperature which should remain under an allowable temperature
of 5400 C according to the ASME standard. The simulated results showed tha.t the pres-











Fig.1-2 : Pressure Vessel and RCCS in the MHITGR (ref. (4])
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Fig.2-3 : Schematic Drawing of the Reactor Vessel as Mlodeled in the THATCH Code
(ref. [4])
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Fig.2-11 : The Effects of Various Emissivities on the Ratio of the Radiation to the
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Fig.2-12 : The Effects of Heat Flow Accompanied with the Core Flow on the Increment
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Fig.3-4 : Velocity Field in HC Case
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Fig.4-3 : Velocity Field Simulated by the TEACH Code Interfaced with the Radiation
Code.
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Fig.4-5 : Turbulence Energy Distribution Simulated by the TEACH Code Interfaced
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Fig.4-6 : Temperature Distribution on Top of Vessel Calculated by the TEACH Code
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Fig.4-7 : Temperature Distribution on Side of Vessel Calculated by the TEACH Code
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Fig.4-8 : Average Vessel Temperature as a Function of Various RCCS
Temperatures(TRCCS) for Various Top Core Temperatures(Tb)
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A.1 Inside the Shroud
Using reciprocity and summation rules, all the configuration factors among elements of
each surface inside the shroud are calculated from the following basic equation for the
configuration factor calculation of disk to parallel coaxial disk.
Refer to fig.A-1 for the geometry.
1 - = [(L2 + r l + r ) -/(L2+ r + r)2 -4" rr2] (A.1)
A.1.1 Elements on the Bottom Surface
1. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the bottom surface and ele-
ments on the top surface.
Refer to fig.A-2 for the geometry.
.,-2,1 (disk to disk) is calculated by equation
A.1
.F', 2(disk to strip) = T1'-(2+2') - 51'-2 '
Fl-_2(strip to strip)
A 2 + A'2
= A 2(• (2+2')-1+1' - '(2+2)'-1'
A'1
A ( - (-+,') - 2,_J,)
where
A1 , A' , A2 and A' are areas of each element.
%F(2+2')-1+1', F'(2+2)'-1', F 2 ',-(1+1') and F2,-1, are all disk-to-disk cases, which can be
calculated by equation A.1.
2. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the bottom surface and ele-
ments on the side surface.
Refer to fig.A-3 for the geometry.
Fil_ 4(disk to adjacent side) = 1 - T,'-2
F..',-s(disk to remote side) = -F1 - 2 - .T- 3
F,_'-4 (ring to adjacent side) = 1
A 2
- (y F2 -@+,ii
.F1- 5 (ring to remote side) =
A2A-- ( 2- 1+1', - F3 __(+1I) - F2- 11 + 3-1)
A.1.2 Elements on the Top Surface.
By symmetry, the calculation procedure is exactly the same as that for the bottom
surface.
+ F2-1)
A.1.3 Elements on the Side Surface.
1. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side surface and elements
on the top and bottom surface.
The calculation is done by reciprocity with the already-calculated configuration
factors on top and bottom surfaces.
2. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side surface and other
elements on the side surface or itself.
Refer to fig.A-4 for the geometry.
(a) with itself.
A 1
·72-2 = 1 - 2-(1 - - 1-3A 2
(b) with another strip.
A 3  A 5
:72-4 = -(1 - 3-1) A (F55-3 - T3-1)Az A2
A5  A 7F2-6 = A2 -3 -F5-1 A2 (7- - -)
A.2 Outside the Shroud
The geometry is represented as two concentric cylinders, the outer of which is the pres-
sure vessel and the inner of which the shroud. Refer to fig.A-5 for the geometry.
The basic calculation model is the following equation of the inner cylinder-to-ring con-
figuration factor [17].
Refer to fig.A-6 for the geometry.
A = L2 - 2r + r2
B = L 2 + r2 - r
c =[ +2 )2r -4• -1
r, - F2(L 2]3 cos'(r A)
E=_•
Then,
1 A r121-2 - [cos-1( )- (C + D - E)]2r B 2L
A.2.1 Elements on the Top of Shroud
(A.2)
Exactly the same as the calculation procedure for the case of inside shroud.
A.2.2 Elements on the Side of Shroud
1. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side of shroud and ele-
ments on the side of vessel.
Refer to fig.A-7 for the geometry.
First, for the adjacent strips(strip 2 and 3) :
(A2 + A3 ) F(2+ 3)-5
A2 F2 _-5 = (A2
= As (F5- 2 + F5-3)
= A 2 -72- 5 + A3 F-3-5
+ A3 )-F(2+ 3)-5 - A3 -F3-5
Therefore,
A2 27 7 = A2 172-5 - A2 F2-5
= A2 F2-5 - A2 [(A2 + A3 )F( 2+3)-5 - A 3 Y3-5
Second, for the separated strips(strip 1 and 7) :
A1 1.-5 = (A1
A1 -F1-4 = (A1
+ A2 + A3 )-F(1+ 2+3)-5 - (A2
+ A2 )J'( 1+2)- 4 - A2 7F2-4
+ A3 )-F(2+3)-5
A 1 T1-7 = A 1 71-4 - A1 71- 5
(A1 + A2 )-F( 1+2)- 4 + (A2 + A 3 )-F(2+3)-5
- (A1 + A2 + A3 ).F(1+2+3)-5 - A2 .- 2-4
2. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side of shroud and ele-
ments on the top of vessel.
Refer to fig.A-8 for the geometry.
A1 - 1-3 = A1 (·7l-(3 +3') - -l-3')
= (A, + A2 )-(1+ 2)-(3+31) - A2 -F2-(3+3') - A,1 Fl-a3
A.2.3 Elements on the Side of Vessel.
1. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side of vessel and elements
on the top of vessel.
Exactly the same as the calculation procedure for the case of inside shroud.
2. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side of vessel and elements
on the side of shroud.
By reciprocity of section A.2.2-1, it can be calculated.
3. Configuration factor calculation between elements on the side of vessel and other
elements on the side of vessel or itself.
Refer to fig.A-9 for the geometry.
First, the case of radiating with another strip(between 1 and 3):
J'-3 = ·-F 5 - 1-6 - 17-4
- 5 [Y5-9 - Y5-2 
- 5-10 - 6-9 + Y6- 2 + Y6-10 - -71-4]
A,
where
T5s-2 = [(A 2 + As )T'(2+s)-5 - As 8s-5]55
1
'.'6- 2 = [(A2 + As + A 4 )F( 2+8+4)- 6 - (A4 + A8 )F(s8+4 )-6 1A6










Similarly, all other F6- 9, F6-10 and 175- 10 , which are of ring-to-ring shapes, can be
calculated as F5-9.
Second, the case of radiating with itself by concave.:
Refer to fig.A-1O for the geometry.
H = L/r,
R = r2/r 1
A = 2(R 2 - 1)/ H
B =(4R2 + H2) / H
C = [4(R 2 _) + L--(R2  2)] / [H2 + 4(R 2 - 1)]
D = (4R 2 + H2) /H - 1
E = (R 2 - 1) / R 2
F = _ (B sin-1(C) - sin-'(E) + -)
Then,




























Calculation of Helium Properties
with Large Pressure Variation
B.1 Density ( p)
Based on a review by the Kerntechnischer Ausschuss(KTA) [18] the following equation
of state is used for helium:
P P





B.2 Viscosity and thermal conductivity with pres-
sure effect
B.2.1 Dilute gases
For dilute gases, the following Chapman-Enskog correlations [19] are used to calculate
viscosity (p) and thermal conductivity (k).
yi = 2.669 x 10-,6 (kg/m - s)
.083228 Tk = -v (w/m - K)
where
M : molecular weight (kg/kmole)
T :temperature (K)
a : collision diameter( = 2.551A for He)
Q, : collision integral
Collision integral(Q,) can be calculated by Neufeld empirical formula [19] :
A C E
T'B exp DT' exp FT'
where










B.2.2 Pressure effects on viscosity and thermal conductivity
Viscosity (p)
Based on a residual-viscosity correlation [19], pressure effects can be determined for the
helium gas:
[(/ - yo) ý + 1].25 = 1.023 + .23 3 3 6 Pr + .05853p 2 - .40758p3  (B.5)
where
p : dense gas viscosity (pP = 10- 7 kg/m - s)
go : dilute gas viscosity (pP = 10- 7 kg/m - s)
p,: reduced gas density (p/pc)
S: group Mpr/ 3
M : molecular weight
For example, typical conditions for the MHTGR are:
P = 60atm, T = 600 C
p = 3.32kg/rm3




[(p -go)C + 1]-"5 = 1.034
Therefore,
(P - go) = .37 x 10- 7 (kg/m-s)
The effect of pressure on the viscosity of the research model is so small that we can
use the dilute gas correlation (B.2).
Thermal conductivity (k)
Based on Stiel and Thados correlation (Ref.[19]), pressure effect can be examined on the
Helium gas used in the research model.
(k - ko) r Zc = 14.0 x 10-8 (exp (-.535p,) - 1) (B.6)
For example, typical conditions in the MHTGR are:
T 1/6 M1/2F = / = 1.53
Z,= = .-301RT *
Pr = P/Pe = 3.32/69.2 = .048
Therefore,
k - ko = 7.2 x 10-7 (W/m-K)
The effect of pressure on the thermal conductivity of the research model is again so




PARAMETER (NX=50 , NY=90, NXY=NX*NY, NV=8)
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM, IU, IV, IPP, IEN, ITE, IED, IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),












C * MODIF NO.6-1-2 : DEFINE QW'S *
C **************************************************
COMMON /QQQ/ QWE(NY),QWW(NY),QWS(NX) ,QWN(NX),
+ QQWE(NY),QQWW(NY),QQWS(NX),QQWN(NX)
C **************************************************



































TO(I, J)=T (I, J)
TEO(I,J)=TE(I,J)












C * MODIF UPL: CHANGE DENSITY AND TREF EVERY ITERATION
C *******************************************************






























WRITE (6, 6003) ITER,RESOR(IU),RESOR(IV),RESOR(IPP),RESOR(IEN),
RESOR(ITE),RESOR(IED),U(IMON,JMON),V(IMON,JMON),





IF(SOURCE.GT.SLARGE) GO TO 110
IF(SOURCE.GT.SORMAX.AND.ITER.GE.MAXIT) GO TO 170
IF(SOURCE.GT.SORMAX) GO TO 70
IF(SOURCE.LT.SORMAX) GO TO 101
* MODIF UPL: FOR UPL CALCULATION, SET UP A PRELIMINARY
* CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR RESSURE.
IF (RESOR(IPP).LE..08) GOTO 101





























199 format(//' ** QWN **'/5(e12.6,2x))
write (6,299) (qws(i),i=l,nx)









































(//' *** SUMQN= ',e12.6/'
(6,309) sumqe, sumqw
(//' *** SUMQE = ',e12.6/'
*** SUMQS = ',e12.6)
*** SUMQW = ',e12.6)
write(6,509) RESOR(IU),RESOR(IV),RESOR(IPP),RESOR(IEN)
509 format(//' *** ERROR SUM IN U =',E12.6/
+ ' *** ERROR SUM IN V =',E12.6/
+ ' *** ERROR SUM IN P =',E12.6/
+ ' *** ERROR SUM IN T =',E12.6/)
*************************************
***************************************************************





COEF (IND) =QWE (J) / (TBOT-T (NI, J))
800 CONTINUE
C 2. FOR TOP SHROUD
DO 810 I=2,NIM
IND=IND+1























'ERMINATED - MAXIT TOO SMALL ***'
IT,ITER,TIME,NI,NJ,X,Y,CX,CY,U,V,P,TE,ED,VIS,T
7002 print *,'error in reading dche '
7000 print *,'error in reading tape 3'





C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM,IU,IV,IPP,IEN,ITE,IED,IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT, IMON, JMON, IPREF,JPREF,NSWP (NV) , ICAL (NV),




















DY=Y (J) -Y (JM)
RE=HAF* (R(J)+R(JM))
DW(J)=VIS(2,J)*DY*RE*DXER
SUW(J)=DW(J) * (U(2, J)-U(1, J))
CW(J) =HAF* (CX (2, J) +CX (1, J))
10 CONTINUE
C







DX=HAF* (X (IP) -X (IM))
DYNR=TWO/ (Y(2)-Y(1))
DXER=ONE/ (X (IP) -X (I))
VISN=VIS(IP, 1) *FXP+VIS(I, 1) *FXPC
DN=VISN*DX*R(1) *DYNR
SUN=VISN* (V(IP, 1) -V(I, 1)) *R(1)
CN=HAF* (CY (I,1,) +CY (IP, 1))
C







DY=Y (J) -Y (JM)
DYNR=TWO/ (Y (JP) -Y (JM))
RE=HAF* (R(J)+R(JM))
VISN= (VIS (I, JP) *FYP+VIS (I, J) *FYPC) *FXPC+
* (VIS(IP,JP)*FYP+VIS(IP,J)*FYPC)*FXP
CS=CN







SUE=DE* (U (IP, J) -U (I, J))




















































AP (I, J)=AE(I, J) +AW(I, J) +AN(I, J) +AS (I, J) +SP (I, J)
RESP=AE(I,J) *U(I+1, J) +AW(I, J) *U(I-1, J)+AN(I, J) *U(I, J+1)+
* AS(I,J) *U(I, J-1) +SU(I, J) -AP (I, J) *U(I,J)
RESAB=RESAB+ABS(RESP)
AP (I, J) =AP (I, J) *URFUR
SU(I, J) -=SU(I, J) +URFU*AP (I, J) *U(I,J)











C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM,IU,IV,IPP,IEN,ITE,IED,IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),





















DY=HAF* (Y (JP) -Y (JM))
RE=.25*(R(JP)+TWO*R(J)+R(JM))
VISE=VIS (, JP)*FY(J)+VIS (1, J) * (ONE-FY(J))
DW(J)=VISE*DY*RE*DXER
SUW (J) =VISE * (U(1, JP) -U(1, J) ) *RE
CW (J) =HAF* (CX (1, J) +CX (1, JP) )
10 CONTINUE
C






DX=X (I) -X (IM)














DY=HAF* (Y (JP) -Y (JM))
RE=. 25* (R (JP) +TWO*R (J) +R (JM))
DYNR=ONE/ (Y (JP)-Y (J))
RN=HAF* (R (JP) +R (J))
VISE=(VIS(I,JP)*FYP+VIS(I,J)*FYPC) * (ONE-FXP)+
* (VIS (IP, JP) *FYP+VIS (IP, J) *FYPC) *FXP
CS=CN






SUN=DN* (V(I, JP) -V(I,J))






























DENP=DEN(I, JP) *FYP+DEN(I, J) *FYPC
VISP=VIS (I, JP) *FYP+VIS (I, J) *FYPC
TP=T (I, JP) *FYP+T (I, J) *FYPC
C
C **************************************************
































AP (I, J) =AP (I, J) *URFVR
SU(I, J) =SU(I, J) +URFV*AP (I, J) *V(I,J)

























































DY=Y (J) -Y (JM)
DYNR=TWO/ (Y(J+1)-Y(JM))
RE=HAF* (R (J) +R (JM))
VISE=EMUT (IP, J) *FXP+EMUT (I, J) * (ONE-FXP)









c ** **** ***** * ****** ** *****************
































APO=DEN (I, J) *VOL*DTR
APO=0.
SP (I, J) =SP (I, J) +APO
















AP(I, J)=AE(I, J) +AW(I, J) +AN(I, J) +AS(I, J) +SP (I, J)
RESP=AE(I,J)T(+1,J+AW(I,JJ)*TTI+J)+AW(IJ)*T(I-1, J)+AN(I,J)*T(I,J+1)+
* AS(I,J)*T(I,J-1) +SU(I,J)-AP(I,J) *T(I,J)
RESAB=RESAB+ABS(RESP)
AP (I, J) =AP (I, J) *URFIR









SUBROUTINE CALCSC (FI, IFI)
PARAMETER (NX=51,NY=100,NXY=NX*NY,NV=8)












COMMON /TIME/UO(NX,NY),VO(NX,NY) ,TO(NX, NY) ,TEO(NX,NY),
* EDO(NX,NY)
COMMON /COEF/ AE(NX,NY),AW(NX,NY),AN(NX,NY),AS(NX,NY),






















DXER=TWO/(X (IP) -X (IM))
DN=VISCOS*PRTR*DX*R(1) *DYNR
C






DY=Y (J) -Y (JM)
DYNR=TWO/(Y(J+1)-Y(JM))
RE=HAF* (R (J) +R (JM))
VISE=EMUT (IP, J) *FXP+EMUT (I, J) * (ONE-FXP)




























c NOW CALCULATE COEFF
ae(i,j)=de*AMAX1(zero,ape)-AMIN1(ce,zero)

























DY=Y (J) -Y (JM)
RE=HAF* (R(J)+R(JM))
DYR=ONE/DY











DUX=(U(I, J) -U (IM, J) ) *DXR
DVY= (V(I, J) -V(I, JM) ) *DYR




TPN=T(I, J+1) *FYP+T(I, J) * (ONE-FYP)
TPS=T(I,J) *FYM+T(I,J-1) * (ONE-FYM)





CONS=- (VIS(I, J) -VISCOS) *PRT1*GRAV*BETA*VOL
VT(I, J) =CONS*DTDY
VTP=AMAX1 (VT (I, J) ,ZERO)
VTN=AMIN1 (VT(I, J) ,ZERO)
TEN=FYP*TE (I, JP) + (1 .- FYP) *TE (I, J)
TES=FYM*TE (I, J) + (1. -FYM) *TE (I, JM)
TEE=FXP*TE(IP,J) + (1.-FXP) *TE(I,J)
TEW=FXM*TE(I, J)+(1. -FXM) *TE(IM, J)
DKY=(SQRT(TEN)-SQRT(TES)) *DYR





GEN(I,J) = (VIS(I,J)-VISCOS) * (TWO*(DUX**2+DVY**2) + (DUY+DVX)**2)
IF(AKSI) GEN(I,J)=GEN(I,J)+(VIS(I,J)-VISCOS)*HAF*
* ((V (I, J) +V (I, JM) ) /RE) **2
APO=DEN (I, J) *VOL*DTR
SU (I, J) =SU (I, J) +APO*TEO (I, J)+GEN (I, J) *VOL+VTP
SP(I, J) =SP(I, J) +APO+DEN(I, J) *ED(I, J) *VOL/ (TE(I, J) +SMALL)
SP (I, J) =SP (I, J) -VTN/ (TE (I, J) +SMALL)


































UP=0.5* (U (I, J) +U (IM, J))
UPE=O0.5* (U (I, J) +U (IP, J))
UNN=0.5* (U (I, JP) +U (IM, JP) )
USS=0.5*(U(I, JM) +U(IM, JM))
VP=0.5* (V(I, J) +V(I, JM))
VPN=0.5*(V(I, J) +V(I, JP))
VEE=0.5*(V(IP,J)+V(IP,JM))
VWW=0.5* (V (IM, J) +V (IM, JM) )
UNE=U(I,J) *(1.-FY(J))+U(I, JP) *FY(J)
UNW=U(IM, J)*(1.-FY(J))+U(IM, JP)*FY(J)
USE=U(I, J) *FY (JM) +U(I, JM)*(1.-FY(JM))
USW=U (IM, J) *FY(JM)+U(IM, JM)*(1.-FY(JM))
VNE=V(I,J) * (1 .- FX (I)) +V(IP, J) *FX(I)
VNW=V(I, J) *FX(IM) +V(IM, J) * (1.-FX(IM))















TEPR=ONE/ (TE (I, J) +SMALL)
CONS=C3*ED (I, J) *TEPR
VTP=AMAX1 (VT (I, J) ,ZERO)
VTN=AMIN1 (VT(I, J),ZERO)
SU(I,J)=SU(I, J)+APO*EDO(I, J)+C1*GEN(I, J)*ED(I, J)*VOL*TEPR
SP(I,J)=SP(I,J)+APO+C2*FE2*DEN(I, J)*ED(I, J)*VOL*TEPR
SU (I, J) =SU (I, J) +CONS*VTP+CON1


















AP(I, J) =AE(I, J) +AW(I, J) +AN(I, J) +AS(I, J) +SP(I, J)
RESP=AE(I,J) *FI (I+1, J)+AW(I, J) *FI (I-1, J)+AN(I, J) *FI (I, J+1)+
* AS(I,J)*FI(I,J-1)+SU(I,J)-AP(I,J)*FI(I,J)
RESAB=RESAB+ABS(RESP)
AP(I, J) -=AP(I, J) *URFIR











C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)


















C..... INITIALISE WEST SIDE
C
DO 10 J=2,NJM
DY=Y (J) -Y (J-1)
RE=HAF* (R(J)+R(J-1))
CX (1, J) =DEN (1, J) *DY*RE*U(1, J)
10 CONTINUE
C







CY(I,1)=DEN(I,1) *DX*R(1) *V(I, 1)
C








DENE=DEN(IP,J) *FXP+DEN(I, J) * (ONE-FXP)
DENN=DEN(I,JP) *FYP+DEN(I, J) * (ONE-FYP)





AW(I, J) =AE (IM, J)
AE(I, J) =DENE*DY*RE*DU(I, J)
AS(I, J) =AN(I, JM)





SU(I, J)=CX(IM, J)-CX(I,J)+CY(I, JM) -CY(I, J)
SUM=SUM+SU(I, J)
20 CONTINUE

























DPE=PP (I, J) -PP (I+1, J)
DPN=PP(I, J) -PP (I, J+1)
U(I,J)=U(I,J)+DU(I,J) *DPE
V (I, J) =V(I, J) +DV(I, J) *DPN
CX (I, J) =CX(I, J) +AE (I, J) *DPE
CY (I, J) =CY (I, J) +AN(I, J) *DPN






C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM, IU, IV, IPP, IEN, ITE, IED, IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),






















TERM=ONE/ (AP (I, J) -AS (I, J) *A (JM) +SMALL)
A(J)=AN(I, J) *TERM
C (J) = (AE(I, J) *FI (I+1, J) +AW(I, J) *FI (I-l, J) +SU(I, J)+

















A(I)=AE (I, J) *TERM










SUBROUTINE SIPSOL (FI, IFI)
PARAMETER(NX=51,NY=100,NXY=NX*NY,NV=8)
C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM, IU, IV, IPP, IEN, ITE, IED, IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),









+ RES (NX,NY),FI (NX,NY)
c DATA BW,BE,BS,BN,BP,RES/NXY*0.,NXY*0.,NXY*0.,NXY*0.,NXY*0.,













BW(I, J)=-AW(I, J)/(ONE+ALFA*BN (I-1, J))
BS (I, J) =-AS(I, J)/(ONE+ALFA*BE(I, J-1))
POM1=ALFA*BW(I, J) *BN(I-1, J)
POM2=ALFA*BS(I, J) *BE(I, J-1)
BP (I, J) =AP (I, J) +POM1+POM2-BW(I, J) *BE (I-i, J) -BS (I, J) *BN (I, J-1)
BN(I, J)= (-AN(I, J) -POM1)/ (BP (I, J) +SMALL)






















RES (I, J) =RES (I, J) -BN(I, J) *RES (I, J+1) -BE (I, J) *RES (I+1, J)
FI (I, J) =FI (I, J) +RES (I,J)
40 CONTINUE
C








C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM,IU,IV,IPP,IEN,ITE,IED,IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),
* READ3,WRIT3,TEST,AKSI,ALFA,LOUTE,BNU1 (NY) ,BNU2 (NY),
* ONE,TWO,HAF,ZERO,DT,DTR,SLARGE,SORMAX,C1,C2,SMALL,
* GREAT,VISCOS,DENSIT,X(NX),Y(NY),R(NY),FX(NX),FY(NY),
* PRT(NV),DW(NY) ,SUW(NY) ,CW(NY) ,RESOR(NV) ,SNORM(NV),
























C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON /ALL/ NI,NJ,NIM,NJM,NIMM,NJMM,IU,IV,IPP,IEN,ITE,IED,IVIS,
* ITST,MAXIT,IMON,JMON,IPREF,JPREF,NSWP(NV), ICAL(NV),











COMMON /TIME/UO(NX,NY),VO(NX,NY) ,TO(NX,NY) ,TEO(NX,NY),
* EDO(NX,NY)
c *********************************************************



















































ED (I, J) =0.
UO(I, J) =0 .
VO(I, J) = .




EMUT (I, J)=0 .
DEN (I, J) =0.
CX(I, J)=0 .
CY(I, J)=0.
AE(I, J) =0 .




SP (I, J) =0.
DU(I, J)=0.
DV(I, J)=0.






























































































C * MODIF UPL: READ BOUNDARY TEMPS FROM THE CALCULATION OF







T (I, 1)=TT (IND)
write(6,2019) i,t(i,l)
2019 format(' * t(',i4,', 1)=',f6.2)
100 CONTINUE
T (1, 1)=T(2, 1)
T (NI, 1)=T (NIM, 1)
DO 102 J=2,NJM
IND=IND+1
T (NI, J) =TT (IND)
write(6,2029) j,t(ni,j)




T (I,NJ) =TT (IND)
write(6,2039) i,t(i,nj)
2039 format(' * t(',i4,', nj)=',f6.2)
104 CONTINUE
T(1,NJ) =T (2,NJ)
T (NI, NJ)=T (NIM, NJ)
GOTO 106
6001 WRITE(6,209)














EMUT (I, J) =DEN (I, J) *TE (I, J) **2*CMU*FMU/(ED (I, J) +SMALL)
EMUT (I, J)=URFVI*EMUT (I, J) +URFVIM*VISOLD














DX=HAF* (X (I+1) -X(I-1))
TAUS (I) =-TCOF*U (I,J)
YPLS(I)=DY*SQRT (ABS(TAUS (I) *DEN(I, J) ) )/VISCOS











TAUN (I) =-TCOF*U (I, J)
YPLN(I) =DY*SQRT(ABS(TAUN(I)*DEN(I, J) ) )/VISCOS
SP(I, J) -=SP(I, J) +VISCOS*DX*R (NJM) *DYR
202 AN(I,J)=0.






C.....MODIFICATIONS (B.C.) FOR V-VEL. COMP.
ENTRY MODV
C
C * MODIF FOR SYMMETRY LINE FOR WEST SIDE
C



































dx=x (i) -x (i-l)
qws (i) =tcof* (t (io, 1) -t (i 2))
c ***************************************************
c * MODIF FOR TOTAL HEAT FLOW CALCULATION Q=QW*AREA
C ****************************************************
qqws (i) =qws (i) *dx
su(i,j)=su(i,j)+tcof*dx*r(1)*t(i,1)


















qwn (i)=tcof* (t (i, j) -t (i, j+1) )
c * MODIF FOR TOTAL HEAT FLOW CALCULATION Q=QW*AREA
C ****************************************************
qqwn (i) =qwn (i) *dx
su(i,j)=su(i,j)+tcof*dx*r(j)*t(i,j+l)










DY=Y (J) -Y (J-1)
RP=0.5* (R(J)+R(J-1))
QWE (J) =TCOF* (T (I, J) -T (I+1, J))
c ***************************************************





SU (I, J) =SU (I, J) +TCOF*DY*RP*T (I+1, J)
SP (I, J) =SP (I, J) +TCOF*DY*RP
340 AE(I,J)=0.
RETURN










































































































710 FORMAT(/,40X,A4,' (I), I=1,NI',/, (lX,



































DZ (J) =YYY (J+1) -YYY (J)
6 CONTINUE








































C *** 2.OUTSIDE THE SHROUD















C * III. CONFIG. FACTORS
C *********************************************************
C *** 1. INSIDE THE SHROUD
C ** 1) SURFACE 1
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 3
C * A. IN CASE OF F13(1,J)
L=HIN
C * THE CASE FOR F13(1,1) (DISK TO DISK)
R1=R(1)
R2=R(1)
F13 (1, 1)=FD (R1,R2,L)
F31 (1, 1)=F13 (1,1)





F13 (1, J)=FD (R1, RR2, L) -FD(R1,R2, L)
F31 (J, 1)=A(1, 1)/A(3, J) *F13 (1, J)
F13 (J, 1)=F31 (J, 1)
F31(1, J) =F13(1, J)
100 CONTINUE













F31 (J, I)=A(1, I)/A(3,J) *F13(I, J)
110 CONTINUE
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 2
C * A. IN CASE OF F12(1,J) (DISK TO SIDE)













F21 (J,1)=A(1, 1)/A(2, J) *F12 (1,J)
130 CONTINUE
C * B. IN CASE OF F12(I,J) (STRIP TO SIDE)







F12 (I,1)=1.-AREA*(FD(R2,RRI, L)-FD(R2, R1, L))
F21(1,I)=A(1,I)/A(2, 1)*F12 (I,1)
140 CONTINUE














F21 (J, I)=A(1, I) /A(2,J) *F12 (I, J)
150 CONTINUE
C
C ** 2) SURFACE 3
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 1: ALREADY CALCULATED
114
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 2
C * A. IN CASE FOR F32(1,J) (DISK TO SIDE)










L1=Z (NZ1) -Z (J)
L2=Z (NZ1) -Z (J-1)
F32 (1,J)=FD (R1,R2,L1) -FD (R1,R2L2)
F23 (J, 1)=A(3, 1)/A(2, J) *F32 (1,J)
170 CONTINUE
C * B. IN CASE OF F32(I,J) (STRIP TO SIDE)








F23 (NZ1,I)=A(3, I)/A(2,NZ1) *F32 (I,NZ1)
180 CONTINUE







L1=Z (NZ1) -Z (J)






F23 (J,I)=A(3, I)/A(2,J) *F32 (I, J)
190 CONTINUE
C
C ** 3) SURFACE 2
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 1 : ALREADY CALCULATED
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 3 : ALERADY CALCULATED
C * (3) WITH SURFACE 2




















C * C. WITH SEPARATED STRIP











F22 (1, J) =AREA* (TEMP1-TEMP2)
F22(J, 1) =A(2,1 )/A(2,J) *F22 (1, J)
220 CONTINUE






IF (ABS(I-J).LT.2) GOTO 230
IF (I.GT.J) THEN
L1=Z (I-1) -Z (J)
L2=Z (I)-Z (J)
L3=Z (I-1) -Z (J-1)
L4=Z(I) -Z (J-1)
ELSE
L1=Z (J-1) -Z (I)
L2=Z (J-1) -Z (I-1)
L3=Z(J)-Z(I)
L4=Z (J) -Z (I-1)
ENDIF
TEMP1=FD(R1,R2,L1) -FD(R, R2,L2)
TEMP2=FD (R1,R2, L3) -FD (RI, R2, L4)
F22 (I, J) =AREA* (TEMP1-TEMP2)
230 CONTINUE
C
C *** NOW CHECK THE RESULT ***












C IF(ABS(SUM-1.).GE..001) PRINT 9,I,SUM
250 CONTINUE










C IF(ABS(SUM-1.).GE..001) PRINT 19,I,SUM
280 CONTINUE











C IF (ABS(SUM-1.).GE..001) PRINT 29,I,SUM
310 CONTINUE
9 FORMAT(/' * SOMETHING WRONG IN SURFACE ( 1,',13,' )=',F10.4)
19 FORMAT(/' * SOMETHING WRONG IN SURFACE ( 3,',I3,' )=',rF10.4)
29 FORMAT(/' * SOMETHING WRONG IN SURFACE ( 2,',13,' )=',F10.4)
C
C
C **** 2. BETWEEN SHROUD AND VESSEL.
C ** 1) SURFACE 3
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 5
C * A. IN CASE OF F35(1,J)
L=HDIFF




F53 (1,1)=F35 (1, 1)





F35 (1, J)=FD (R1,RR2, L) -FD (R1,R2, L)
F53 (J,1)=A (3, 1)/A(5,J) *F35 (1,J)
F35 (J, 1)=F53 (J, 1)
F53 (1, J)=F35 (1, J)
400 CONTINUE













F53 (J, I)=A(3, I)/A(5, J) *F35 (I, J)
410 CONTINUE
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 4
C * A. IN CASE OF F34(1,J) (DISK TO SIDE)










L1=Z (J-1) -Z (NZ2)
L2=Z (J) -Z (NZ2)
F34(1,J)=FD(R1,R2,L1)-FD(R1,R2,L2)
F43 (J,1)=A(3, 1)/A(4,J) *F34 (1,J)
430 CONTINUE
C * B. IN CASE OF F34(I,J) (STRIP TO SIDE)









F43 (N,I)=A(3, I)/A(4,N) *F34 (I,N)
440 CONTINUE














F43 (J, I)=A(3, I) /A(4,J) *F34 (I,J)
450 CONTINUE
C
C ** 2) SURFACE 5
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 3: ALREADY CALCULATED
118






X1=Z (NZ3) -Z (J-1)
A1=AA(R1,R2,X1)
B1=BB (RI, R2, Xl)












TEMP1=AREA1*FF(Xl,A1,B1,1,R2 ) -AREA2*FF(X2,A2, B2,R1,R2 )
472 Al=AA(R1,RR2,X1)
B1=BB (R1,RR2,Xl)
A2=AA (RI, RR2, X2)
B2=BB (RI, RR2, X2)
TEMP2=AREA1*FF(X1,A1,B1,R1,RR2)-AREA2*FF(X2,A2,B2,R1,RR2)
F25 (J, I)=TEMP2-TEMP1
F52 (I, J)=A(2, J) /A(5, I) *F25 (J, I)
470 CONTINUE
C
C * (3) WITH SURFACE 4
C * A. FOR J=NZ2+1 TO NZ3.(EVERY SURFACE ON 5 CAN SEE SURFACE 4)
C * AA.IN CASE OF F54(1,J) (DISK TO SIDE)










L1=Z (NZ3) -Z (J)
L2=Z (NZ3) -Z (J-1)
F54(1,J)=FD(R1,R2,L1) -FD(R1,R2,L2)
F45 (J, i)=A(5, 1)/A(4,J) *F54 (1, J)
475 CONTINUE
C * BB. IN CASE OF F54(I,J) (STRIP TO SIDE)














if (j.eq.0) goto 520
L1=Z(NZ3)-Z(J)




TEMP4=AREA2*(FD(R2,RR1,L2 ) -FD(R2,R1, L2))
F54 (I, J)=ABS (1./A(5, I) * (TEMP1-TEMP2-TEMP3+TEMP4))
F45 (J, I)=A(5, I)/A(4,J) *F54 (I,J)
520 CONTINUE
C









L1=Z (NZ3) -Z (J)
L2=Z (NZ3) -Z (J-1)
TEMP1=AREA1*(FD(RR2,RR1,L1)-FD(RR2,Rl,L1))
TEMP2=AREA2*(FD(R2,RR1,L) -FD(R2, R,Ll))
TEMP3=AREA1*(FD(RR2,RR1, L2) -FD(RR2, R1,L2))
TEMP4=AREA2*(FD(R2,RR1,L2)-FD(R2,Rl,L2))
TEMP=1./A(5,I)* (TEMP1-TEMP2-TEMP3+TEMP4)
F54 (I, J)=TEMP-F52 (I,J)
F45 (J,I)=A(5, I)/A(4,J) *F54 (I,J)
530 CONTINUE
C
C ** 3) SURFACE 2
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 5: ALREADY CALCULATED
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 4
R1=RIN+DD
R2=ROUT
C * A. IN CASE OF TWO CONFRONTING SURFACES.
DO 540 I=NZ2,1,-l
X1=DZ(I)
A1=AA (RI, R2, Xl)


























F42 (I+1, I)=AO(2,I) /A(4, I+1) *F24 (I,I+1)


















F42(I-1, I)=AO (2, I)/A(4, I-1) *F24 (I, I-1)


















X3=Z (I) -Z (J-1)
A3=AA(R1,R2,X3)
B3=BB (R1,R2,X3)








X2=Z (J) -Z (I)
A2=AA (R1, R2,X2)
B2=BB (R1,R2,X2)
X3=Z (J) -Z (I-1)
A3=AA(R1,R2,X3)
B3=BB (R1, R2, X3)













F42 (J, I)=AO (2, I)/A(4, J) *F24 (I, J)





C ** 4) SURFACE 4
C < CASE 1 > I=NZ2+1 TO NZ3
C * (1) WITH SURFACE 3 : ALREADY CALCULATED
C * (2) WITH SURFACE 5 : ALREADY CALCULATED
C * (3) WITH SURFACE 2 : ALREADY CALCULATED
C * (4) WITH SURFACE 4
C * A. WITH ANOTHER STRIP ON SURFACE 4 FOR I=NZ2+1 TO NZ3

















F44(I+1, I)=A(4, I)/A(4, I+1) *F44(I, I+1)
580 CONTINUE







IF (ABS(I-J).LT.2) GOTO 590
IF (I.GT.J) THEN
L1=Z (I-1) -Z (J)
L2=Z (I) -Z (J)
L3=Z (I-1) -Z (J-1)
L4=Z (I) -Z (J-1)
ELSE
L1=Z (J-1) -Z (I)
L2=Z (J-1) -Z (I-1)
L3=Z (J)-Z (I)






C * B. WITH ANOTHER STRIP ON SURFACE 4 FOR I=NZ2 TO 1
C * IN CASE OF ADJASCENT STRIP : ONLY ON I=NZ2+1 WITH NZ2
C WILL BE CALCULATED AT <CASE 2>








L1=Z (I-1) -Z (J)
L2=Z (I-1) -Z (J-1)
L3=Z(I)-Z(J)
L4=Z (I) -Z (J-1)
ELSE
L1=Z (J-1) -Z (I)
L2=Z (J) -Z (I)















A2=AA (RI, R2, X2)
B2=BB(R1,R2,X2)
X3=L4

















C * < CASE 2 > FOR I=NZ2 TO 1



























F44 (I+1, I)=A(4, I) /A(4, I+l) *F44 (I,I+1)





C * IN CASE OF SEPARATED STRIP
C * WITH STRIPS ON I=NZ3 TO NZ2+1 : ALREADY CALCULATED












L4=Z (I) -Z (J-1)
ELSE
L1=Z (J-1) -Z (I)
L2=Z (J)-Z (I)
L3=Z (J-1) -Z (I-1)




































C * IMAGINARY SURFACE SETUP FOR I=2 AND NZ2-1































C **** END CALCULATION BETWEEN SHROUD AND VESSEL
C *** CHECK THE RESULT ***
C ** I. ROOF SECTION **











































C ** II.SIDE SECTION


























39 FORMAT(/' *WRONG IN SURFACE (3,',I3,' )=',F10.5)
49 FORMAT(/' *WRONG IN SURFACE (5,',I3,' )=',F10.5)
59 FORMAT(/' *WRONG IN ROOF SURFACE (4,',I3,' )=',F10.5)
69 FORMAT(/' *WRONG IN SIDE SURFACE (2,',I3,' )=',F10.5)






















































































































T3 (I) =TT (INDEX) +TABS
CONTINUE







C *** INPUT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFS FROM THE CONVECTION CODE













C * START ITERATION UNTIL QIN AND QROUT ON THE SURFACES OF








C **** II.INSIDE THE SHROUD ****
















C *** 2. INPUT THE COEFF. MATRIX.(AIN(I,J))
C
IF (ITER.NE.0) GO TO 245
C


















C ** 2) FOR THE SURFACE 2
DO 170 I=M1+1,M2
DO 180 J=1,M1














C ** 3) FOR THE SURFACE 3
DO 210 I=M2+1,M
DO 220 J=1,M1
AIN(I, J)=- (1.-E) *F31 (I-M2,J)
220 CONTINUE
DO 230 J=M1+1,M2
















C ***4. CALCULATE RADIOSITY(SUM) AND QRAD'S(WATTS).
C ** 1) SURFACE 1
245 DO 250 I=1,M1
SUM=0.
DO 260 J=1,M
SUM=SUM+AININV(I, J) *BIN (J)
260 CONTINUE
Q=E/(1.-E) * (SI*T1(I)**4-SUM)
Q1 (I) =ABS (Q)
250 CONTINUE

















SUM=SUM+AININV(I, J) *BIN (J)
CONTINUE
Q=E/(1.-E) * (SI*T2 (I-M1) **4-SUM)
QRIN2 (I-M1)=ABS (Q)
CONTINUE










format(/' * INNER IS O.K.'/)






QCONV3 (I)=COEF3 (I) * (TBOT-T3 (I))
CONTINUE
*** 6. NOW, CALCULATE QIN3
DO 310 I=1,NZ1
QIN2 (I) =QCONV2 (I) +QRIN2 (I)
310 CONTINUE
DO 313 I=1,NR1
QIN3 (I) =QCONV3 (I) +QRIN3 (I)
313 CONTINUE
*** 7. CALCULATE THE TEMPS
* 1) SURFACE 3
DO 315 I=1,NR1
DT=QIN3(I)*DELTA/CONDUC
TOUT3 (I)=T3 (I) -DT






ON THE OUTER SURFACE 2 AND 3
























C *** 1. INPUT THE COEFF. MATRIX (AOUT(I,J))
IF( ITER.NE.0) GOTO 1000























C ** 2) SURFACE 2
DO 400 I=M1+1,M2
DO 410 J=1,M1




















C ** 3) SURFACE 5
133
C * (1) FOR I=l TO NR2 (INTERACTS WITH SURFACE 3 AND PARTLY
C WITH SURFACE 4 ACCORDING TO IREACH(I))
DO 450 I=M2+1,M2+NR2
DO 460 J=1,M1





















C * (2)FOR I=NR2+1 TO NR3(INTERCATS WITH ALL THE OTHER SURFACES)
DO 500 I=M2+NR2+1,M3
DO 510 J=1,M1

















C ** 4) SURFACE 4
C * (1) FOR I=NZ2+1 TO NZ3 (INTERACTS FULLY WITH SURFACE 3
C , 5 AND 2)
DO 550 I=M3+NZ2+1,M4
DO 560 J=1,M1

















C * (2) FOR I=l TO NZ2 (NO INTERACTS WITH SURFACE 3 AND PARTLY
C WITH SURFACE 5 ACCORDING TO IREACH(I))














































4019 format(' * AOUT IS O.K.')
C
135
C *** 3. MAKE ANOTHER COEFF. MATRIX TO CALCULATE TOUT5 AND
C TOUT4.
MM=NR3+NZ3






































4039 format(' * AFINAL IS O.K.'//)
C
C *** 5. MAKE A CONSTANT MATRIX (CFINAL(I))






























C *** 6. NOW CALCULATE T5'S AND T4'S.

















C *** 7. NOW, WE HAVE THE T5'S AND T4'S. CALCULATE QQRAD(I).
C









C *** 9. CALCULATE RADIOSITY(SUM) AND QRAD'S(WATT/M**2).
C ** 1) SURFACE 3






QOUT3 (I) =ABS (Q)
710 CONTINUE
























































QIN5 (I-M2) =ABS (Q)
CONTINUE

















* 10.CHECK THE HEAT BALANCE BETWEEN SHROUD AND VESSEL.
****************************************************














C **** IF NUMBER=0, GET OUT AND SHOUT "BINGO !!!!!"
IF (NUMBER.EQ.0) GO TO 15000
C
C *** 12: OTHERWISE,CALCULATE NEW TEMPS. ON EACH STRIP
C OF SURFACE 2 AND 3 AND THEN TAKE ANOTHER LONG
C TRIP FOR NEXT ITERATION.
C ** 1) FOR THE SURFACE 3
DO 1260 I=1,NR1
DQ=QIN3 (I)-QOUT3 (I)








C ** 2) FOR THE SURFACE 2
DO 1270 I=1,NZ1









C *** 13:REDUCING TEMP. STEP IS NECESSARY TO PREVENT
C TEMP. FIELD FROM OSCILLATING BY THE SAME HEAT
C FLUX DIFFERENCE.









C ** 2) FOR THE SURFACE 2
DO 1290 I=1,NZ1


















9 FORMAT(///5X,'** SOMETHING IS WRONG =',15)
STOP
15000 PRINT 19
19 FORMAT(///10X,' ********* BINGO!!!! ''' **********'///)
C




















C **** NOW PRINT OUT THE RESULTS.
PRINT 99
99 FORMAT(' *************************************'/
















FORMAT(/' *AVG. QRIN3=',F7.1,' *AVG. QCONV3=',F7.1/














FORMAT(/' *AVG. QRIN2=',F7.1,' *AVG. QCONV2=',F7.1/
















38 FORMAT(/' * AVG. Q4=',F7.1//)
PRINT 149
149 FORMAT(//5X,' < TEMP DISTRIBUTION ON THE SHROUD >'/5X,
PRINT 159




PRINT 169, I,T3(I),I,TOUT3 (I)








48 FORMAT(/ ' * AVG. TIN3=',F6.2,' * AVG. TOUT3=',F6.2//)
PRINT 179














58 FORMAT(/' * AVG. TIN2=',F6.2,' * AVG. TOUT2=',F6.2//)
PRINT 199





















78 FORMAT(/ ' *AVG. T4=',F6.2//)
PRINT 229
229 FORMAT(//5X,' < TOTAL HEAT BALANCE >'/5X,
, *******************************/)
PRINT 239




FORMAT(' * TOP=',F9.1,' * SIDE=',F9.1,'
PRINT 259
FORMAT(/' ** VESSEL **')
PRINT 269,SUM55,SUM44,TSUM2
FORMAT(' * TOP=',F9.1,' * SIDE=',F9.1,'
* TOTAL=',F10.1)
* TOTAL=',F10.1))
*********************** END OF PRINTOUT ***************
GOTO 5000
2001 PRINT *,' ERROR IN READING TEMPS'

































127 IF(L.EQ.M) GO TO 138
128 K=J(M+20)











IF(L.EQ.M) GO TO 142
129 CC=C(M,L)







IF(J(L+20).EQ.L) GO TO 143
131 M=L
132 M=M+1
IF(J(M+20).EQ.L) GO TO 133













170 CCC (L, K)=C (L, K)
RETURN
END
144
